
Dear Vienna Newsletter Subscriber,

As a precursor to our Black Friday Deals we’re offering these irresistible November

specials!

NEW: BIG BANG ORCHESTRA String Section Packs

These five String Section Packs bring the realism and artistry of Synchron Strings Pro to

the Big Bang Orchestra. Tana, Ursa, Vega, Wallia and Xenia provide vivid ensemble

performances, featuring our acclaimed players from the Synchron Stage Orchestra who

perform frequently on diverse productions from Hollywood film scores to movie trailers,

documentaries and classical recordings. Transform your arrangements into organically

passionate pieces of music!

Discover BBO String Section Packs

HERE

OFFER EXTENDED: Synchron Strings Pro

We’re extending the introductory offer on Synchron Strings Pro through November 22,

starting at €295! The next generation of sampled string ensembles fuses artistic

expression, a wealth of detailed articulations, natural note transitions and sonic excellence

within a resource-friendly, easy-to-use product.

Listen to Synchron Strings Pro

HERE

SAVE Up to 33% on All SYNCHRON-ized Special Editions

The SYNCHRON-ized Special Editions provide a vast arsenal of orchestral instruments

and more, from the basic instruments and articulations of Volume 1 to Choir, Dimension

Strings & Brass, and to Historic Instruments. If you’re working with Steinberg Dorico, our

brand-new expression maps will make your workflow faster and easier.

There are two ways to save even more: Crossgrade from the VI Special Editions and

benefit from reduced crossgrade prices or complete your Bundle and combine

complementary discounts with promotional discounts.

More details

HERE

NEW: Dorico expression maps

The new Dorico expression maps for the SYNCHRON-ized Special Editions offer a simple

setup to intuitively link your notation software with the Vienna Synchron Player. John

Barron from Dorico performed a live session which is available on the Dorico channel.

Learn more

HERE

OFFER: Steinberg Dorico 20% Off

To provide the whole package we teamed up with Dorico for a special offer. Through

November 23, the promo code “SYNCHRON20” will get you a 20% discount on Dorico

Pro 3.5, Dorico Elements 3.5, and Dorico Pro 3.5 crossgrade licenses (except EDU

licenses).

Use promo code “SYNCHRON20”

HERE

Best wishes from Vienna,

Your Vienna Symphonic Library Team

To change your preferred language or unsubscribe please change your profile in your personal user area at MyVSL.

Don’t want to receive any more updates? Unsubscribe Newsletter
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